
Age Verification v3.0.0

Age verification, is a must needed module for the store owner who wants to sell the
products to a particular age group of the customers.

With the help of this module, the admin can restrict the users to access the store from the
store category, cms pages, and the product page. Then a pop-up will show to the user to
confirm the age.

Now, the users can confirm the age by providing the date of birth then access the restricted
page easily.

features

Upload custom image for the pop-up
The admin can manage the pop-up content setting
Select methods to verify users age – checkbox, date of birth, yes/no
The admin can enter the custom text for Enter and Leave buttons
The admin can set the Leave button URL
Set where to apply the module – products, categories, or cms pages
Customizable design – width, button color, background color, text color

Module Configuration

The admin can configure the module from the back-end easily. To configure the module, the
admin can navigate to Stores> Configuration> Age Verification

Note: For configuring the entire module, the admin needs to select Default
Configuration by using Store View.
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Here, the admin can-

Enable or Disable the module from the back-end.
Select the Store View(multiple store view can be selected at a time)
Upload the image to show on the front end on the pop-up screen.

Content: In the content section, the admin can-

Enter the title for the pop-up
Enter the pop-up content title/ Description
Select the method to verify user age-
The admin can select the different type of method to verify the user age as: Date of
Birth, Checkbox Option, and Yes/No button 
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Select the format of date of birth.
The will enter the age required for the age confirmation
The text which will be shown on the button
Enter the text for the leave button.
Enter the url for the leave button.

Display Setting: In the display section, the admin can configure the module where the age
restriction should be applied then-

Select yes, if you want to apply age restriction on CMS Pages and after that, the admin
can select the CMS pages where he want to apply age restriction.
The admin can select if, the age verification should be applied on the Categories
The admin can decide if, the age verification should be applied to the Products.

Design: The admin can set the design for the pop-up. Here, the admin can-
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Set the pop-up width by entering the pop-up width value between the range 200-
1000
Enter the color for the pop-up background.
Enter the color for the text.
The admin can set what should be the button color.
the admin can enter the text color for the button.

Configure Store View

Similarly, the admin can configure particular store view by navigating through Stores>
Configuration> Store View. 
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By using the Store View the admin can select the particular store view which he wants to
configure.

Note: After selecting a particular store view the admin can configure only the Content
and Design settings for that store view. 

Age verification on the product page

The admin can enable or disable the age verification on the product page. To manage the
age verification on the product page the admin can navigate to catalog> products
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Now select the product for which the admin wants to enable the age verification then click
on the edit button as shown in the image below-

Now the admin can enable or disable the age verification then click on the save button as
shown in the image below-
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Age verification on the category page

The admin can enable or disable the age verification on the category page. To manage the
age verification on the category page, the admin can navigate to catalog> categories

Now the admin can select the category for which the admin wants to enable or disable the
module as shown in the image below-
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Front-end view

Age Verification on the Product Page- When age verification is applied to the product
page, the customer can’t access to that product page until the customer verifies the age
according to the applied age restriction.

After verifying the age, the customer can access that product page then shop for that
particular product too.
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If the customer clicks on the Leave button, then the customer will be redirected to the URL
which is set by the admin.

Note: The layout of the age verification pop-up will change in terms of Content and
Design, according to the select Store View but the method will remain same.
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Age Verification on the Cateogy Page- Now, when the age verification is applied to the
category page then the customers will not be able to access that category page until the
customer verify the age-
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After verifying the age according to the set by the admin, the customer can access to that
particular category-

If the customer clicks on the Leave button, the customer will be redirected to the URL which
is set by the admin.

Age Verification on the CMS Pages- Not only category, product, but also cms pages can be
restricted using this module. The admin can apply the age verification for the cms pages too.
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That’s all for Age Verification. Still, have any issues please raise a ticket or get back to us at
support@webkul.com
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